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Real-data Applications

An illustrative example

Three real-world examples from fairness and safety perspectives 
(a) Fairness in a job training program (LaLonde, 1986)
(b) Improvement of HIV treatment  (Hammer et al., 1996)
(c) Safe resuscitation for patients with sepsis (Seymour et al., 2016

Methods to deal with sensitive variables

• When deriving individualized decision rules (IDRs) in an offline environment, 
some variables are important to the intervention, while their inclusion in the 
decision rule is prohibited
- Scenario 1 – Delayed availability: lab results for patients in life-threatening 

conditions

- Scenario 2 – Fairness concerns: sensitive characteristics of subjects e.g., 
income, sex, and race

• We define sensitive variables as variables whose inclusion into decision rules 
is prohibited

Main Contributions
• We propose a novel framework to handle sensitive variables in causality-

driven decision making. Robustness is introduced to improve the worst-
case outcome caused by sensitive variables

• To the best of our knowledge, we are among the first to propose a robust-
type fairness criterion under causal inference

• We introduce a flexible classification-based optimization framework
that can easily leverage most existing classification tools

• We illustrate the robustness of RISE using three real-world examples 
from fairness and safety perspectives

• Naive approaches: omit sensitive variables S, introduce bias in finding 
optimal decision rule from the causal perspective

- maximize
!∈𝒟

𝐸${outcome under 𝑑}

• Mean-optimal approaches: under value function framework (Manski, 
2004; Qian & Murphy, 2011)

- maximize
!∈𝒟

𝐸${expected outcome caused by 𝑆}

• RISE (proposed): robust quantile/infimum-optimal objective, consider 
worst-case outcomes of individuals

- maximize
!∈𝒟

𝐸${worst−case outcome caused by 𝑆}

Binary actions 𝐴 ∈ {−1,1}. Note that the decision can only be made based on 
baseline covariate X whereas S is a sensitive variable.

For X ≤ 0.5, 
• Mean-optimal rule gives A = 1, 

as it achieves the largest 
average reward across S = 0 
and S = 1.  

• However, this greatly harms 
subjects with S = 1 as they 
could get the worst expected 
outcome of 0. 

• RISE gives A = -1, which 
improves the worst-case 
outcome of these vulnerable 
subjects

RISE achieves a larger reward 
among vulnerable subjects while 
maintaining a comparable overall 
expected reward

Red: vulnerable subjects (those with low 
outcome values given 𝑋)
Blue: The worst-case outcomes of the 
rule by the proposed RISE

Density of outcome given 𝑋
Red: mean-optimal rule 
Blue: RISE

For continuous 𝑺 (conditional quantile): find 𝐴 with the largest τ-th quantile 
of the outcome over the distribution related to 𝑆

For discrete 𝑺 (infimum): find 𝐴 with the best worst-case scenario among 
all possible values of 𝑆 for every 𝑋 ∈ 𝕏

The proposed RISE estimates the following IDR

where 𝐺%|$ ⋅ could be chosen as some risk measure for evaluating 
𝐸 𝑌 𝑋, 𝑆, 𝐴 = 𝑑 𝑋 for each 𝑆 ∈ 𝕊, e.g., variance, quantiles

Estimation and Algorithm
Estimate 𝑑∗ 𝑋 with a classification-based optimization framework 


